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About This Game

Cube Runner is a 3d action platformer that's simple to learn, exciting to play, and deep enough to challenge even the greatest
gamers.

This fast paced game is soul crushing, but compelling and addictive. Enjoy the blistering speed and brutal physicality, hurtle
forward and master the moves. In Cube Runner, reflexes and timing are the key.

Prepare for impossible challenges and push your skills to the limit. Dodge the obstacles, destroy them and advance through the
game.

Resist the gravity, switch dimensions in the right moment and survive as long as you can.

Why choose Cube Runner?
- Fast-paced and simple core gameplay

- Variety of levels
- Competitive, challenging and exciting

- Perfectly balanced and fun to play with friends
- Achievements and rewards
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Title: Cube Runner
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Later

Processor: 1.5GHZ +

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 430 MB available space

English
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Wow! Whether to recommend or not, let me explain why I do and why I don't.

I love Puzzle games, I love Hard games; and Platformers? Check, check, check. So it would seem that a Hard Puzzle Platformer
game would be right up my alley. Not quite! But that's not to say I wouldn't recommend this game! Let me explain.

It seems that my patience quickly wore thin trying to figure out a series of complicated puzzles, all the while dying all the time.
Some of this may be due to that there is little to no explanation on some of the advanced game mechanics, and it takes a lot of
trial and error to discover key movements that you need to use throughout the game. After 5-6 hours, I was feeling I had my fill
and I was about to move on and shelve this title for good.

That's when I looked up some of the solutions I had been stuck on. It was then that I was able to focus on the difficult
platforming and execution, which I rather enjoyed, and while leaving the puzzle solving behind. For some reason, the
combination of both difficulty and puzzles was not satisfying. I'm glad I stuck with it though, as I was able to beat the game on
the hard difficulty, unlock over 70% of the achievements, and for the most part enjoy the rest of the game.

Also, note there is an easier setting that will allow easier acquirement of pieces. However, some of the ship part levels (which
are required to finish) are extremely hard, and switching the difficulty will not help in any way--which is why I never switched
to easy mode. I enjoyed contributing to the leaderboards (not available in easy mode), and knew one of the most difficult levels
would not be any easier by switching the difficulty.

So in all, do I recommend? No, not initially, meaning, not in the way it is presented. However, I do recommend it as a hard
platformer, meaning, watch videos of speedruns, or 100% levels, and then execute that plan. I feel it would have been better if
the video replay was available after collecting 1 piece in a level--not just after you collected all, slowly and painfully.
Potentially, some tutorials, or introductions would have eased some of this frustration, but alas, they are not included.

Movement\/gameplay, audio, voice acting, and art is top notch.. dont waste your money it doesnt work. i can't really say much
more than you really need to play this. amazing story. amazing art. admitadly some difficult puzzles but ultimately i enjoyed
every minutre of playing this game. Ok, this is a very long route with pretty decent performance. It's a tad boring though.

However, I don't like the marketing strategy used here. The route has a 380km\/h top line speed (350 km\/h in most parts), but
to actually travel that fast, you need to buy another train. The trains included here are only going 250km\/h tops, which is
terribly slow on a route this boring.

If you like high speed, get it on a sale. Main upside is that it's long enough for a high speed route.. the game is pretty good. hope
the next update fixes any glitches life bosses stuck in mid air, or the character disappearing. I like Stylish action games and i
love anime. Asaru has a unique moveset, and I like Amelia's fighting style. I look forward to the finished product in the future.
Thank you WAZEN and Nippon-Ichi America. Really enjoyable. Wish there was an automatic saving periodically, even just at
the start of each chapter. I almost lost my progress of more than an hour when my computer decided to restart. I luckily aborted
teh restart but If it has of gone ahead I would have wasted an hour of my life. However in saying that it was a very enjoyable
game with a likeable lead character and interesting plot development. Didnt see the ending coming suprisingly enough.... I
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bought the game, played it and was totally creeped out. I also was unable to progress very far due to the limitations of my play
area, but if you've got a LARGE play area this might be a good one for you.. I was a fan of the first game and the sequel did not
disappoint! This game, much like the first one, is cheap, has a nice art style and good music. It also has good, smooth gameplay.
The puzzles in this game are a good difficulty where it's not too difficult [albeit a tiny bit frustrating from time to time] but it's
not too simple.

 TL;DR 
Intriguing story and gameplay. Highly reccomend this series to people!. Very addictive game.
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I LOVE the music, this is the perfect game to play high!

EDIT: Sadly this game is very buggy and the developers seems to have abandoned this game so I can no longer recomendit it..
Since there aren't many movement based games, this one is okay. It's quite short though, took me around 90 minutes to finish
the 25 levels.. I finished this one rather quickly, but I enjoyed it a lot. The charcters are really interesting and I became easily
immersed in the world.. Hang about??! So I bought the game, now FTP... and I need to buy it again?! This studio can suck my
big hairy toe... You don't need friends to play this game, 10/10 would recommend

一个小更新！:
1，修复了一些错误的翻译！
2，简化了一些过于恼人的关卡！
3，添加了关闭背景音乐的按钮！ . The HARDEST BrickBreaker A Small Update!:
1, Fixed some wrong translation!
2, Simplified some overly annoying levels!
3, Now you can turn off the music with the button!
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